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Dynamiq enters the explorer market
with the all-new 33m Global 330
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Behind the scenes, the superyacht builder Dynamiq has been
working on a new direction for some time. After unveiling the
first in the series of their next-generation and super sleek Gran
Turismo Transatlantic (GTT) yachts back in 2016, Dynamiq
has come up with a brand new explorer series and have today
announced the first superyacht on offer: the Global 330.

Photo: Dynamiq YachtsConscious of size, Dynamiq has
designed a true explorer with ‘go-anywhere’ abilities for



adventurous owners. As explained by Dynamiq founder and
CEO Sergei Dobroserdov, the 33-metre length, 8.5-metre
beam, 1.8-metre draft and 270GT give the Global 330 real
explorer capabilities: “Instead of slow, steel-hulled vessels with
the typical commercial styling, we drew on our forward-
thinking approach to create a fast and very efficient series of
full aluminium vessels.” 

“We specifically designed the Global series to be below the
40m threshold to match a much broader type of client and
their families. Moreover, thanks to their compact size they can
truly explore, because only Dynamiq explorers are able to
enter the small bays and inlets where bigger yachts can’t get
near,"  he added.

Photo: Dynamiq YachtsBy focussing on the way their
adventurous clients would like to use the Global 330, Dynamiq
sought the expertise of neighbouring Monaco-based design
studio Dobroserdov Design to create modern exterior lines.
Having used Dobroserdov Design to create the company’s
signature sleek and sporty GTT range, the successful repeat
collaboration has resulted in Global 330 being a well-laid out



package boasting Dutch engineering and Italian
craftsmanship.

Continuing on with their high-profile partnerships, Dynamiq
and their technical partner Van Oossanen Naval Architects
have utilised the Fast Displacement Hull Form to give their
new explorer yacht large interior volumes and a comfortable
voyage. The Hull Vane foil by Van Oossanen featured on the
Global 330 dampens uncomfortable motions and decreases
drag while in motion. “For the G330 we developed a special
edition fast displacement hull with a wide body, long roll period
and a good turn of speed,” says Perry van Oossanen, studio
Managing Director for the Dutch naval architects. “By reducing
pitching, our patented Hull Vane adds efficiency and even
more comfort,” he added.

Photo: Dynamiq YachtsThe interior is styled by Miami-based
Italian designer Giuseppina Arena and is the start of a new
collaboration with Bentley Home. The yacht’s bold yet elegant
interior is equipped with selected furniture, lamps and



accessories from the legendary automotive marque's
collections. Bentley Home’s elegant and aerodynamic design
will aim to make every cruise aboard a Global explorer a
classy gentlemen’s experience.

Photo: Dynamiq YachtsUp to ten guests can be
accommodated in five guests staterooms, including the large
main-deck master suite that benefits from two balconies - a
notable and unique addition to a yacht of this size. Interior
spaces have been devised to also include social areas such
as a large main saloon with full-height windows and a fireplace
and a sauna located on the aft deck. Guests can also find a
garage stocked with full diving gear, fishing equipment and a
5-metre by 6-metre inflatable pool. Every Global yacht comes
equipped as standard with a DJI Drone, 100m ROV (Remote
Operated Vehicle) and Premium Celestron telescope. 



Photo: Dynamiq YachtsPowered by twin MAN V8 1200
engines, the Global 330 can reach a top speed of 16 knots
and a range of 4,000nm. When travelling at 10 knots, the new
economical explorer is able to consume just 62 litres of fuel
per hour.

“We have been looking at the explorer market for quite a while
and decided to come into the game with something completely
different for our adventurous clients. Dynamiq is a rare
shipyard that proposes high-end Dutch engineering with the
highest quality construction in relatively small yachts at an
affordable price,” says Dynamiq founder and CEO Sergei
Dobroserdov. To complete the series, the team at Dynamiq
are also offering the Global 300 (G300): a 200GT 30.5-metre
explorer with a top speed of 19 knots and a range of 4,000nm,
and a larger 40-metre version.  



Photo: Dynamiq YachtsThe base price for the G330 starts at
€12,700,000 with a delivery time of 24 months. To find out
more about the G330 and any other Dynamiq model, contact
the company directly via the details found below. 


